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Johnny Got His Gun

2009-01-01

few american novels are genuine classics with a permanent place in our literature
this is one of them first published in 1939 the story of an average american youth
who survives world war i armless legless and faceless with his mind intact was an
immediate bestseller its anti war message had a profound effect on americans during
the vietnam era and is now being reissued

Complete Circle Series: Hardcover Box Set

2009-08-31

more than a million readers have experienced the circle series now for the first time
ever and only for a limited time they can dive deeper with a limited edition boxed
set included in this special collector s set is dekker s highly anticipated new novel
green new hardcover editions of black red and white originally published in 2004 but
long gone from shelves specially commissioned collector s box to display this limited
edition set perfect for christmas gift giving this is a must have for the thousands
of hardcore fans as well as for the newer dekker fans who now have a limited window
to secure hardcover editions of the entire epic series

Johnny Got His Gun - Artist Edition

2022-02-11

andre washington is a streetwise young thug with something to prove and attitude to
spare when he finally decides to step up to the big time he doesn t care who pays the
costs marshall hightower doesn t want to make any waves finally settled into a new
home after years of foster care he just wants to run track and avoid trouble in
middle school but he quickly finds himself running from far more than lithe limbed
competitors na ohmi lightfoot is more than just a pretty mixed girl with unsettling
copper brown eyes she s the key to an impossible magic one that can make or break
empires though she desperately wants to find her missing parents there are evil men
behind her men determined to see her captured dead or worse hardcover includes book 2
preview

No Trail Behind Me, Special Edition Hardcover

2015-04-20

jon sundra wrote his first article in 1966 and by the early 1970s had risen to
prominence at a time when the golden era of american outdoor writers was in full
swing the next thirty plus years was a time when he and his colleagues were routinely
invited by remington winchester weatherby and ruger and by many foreign gun
manufacturers as well to all expense paid jaunts to hunt and visit factories all over
the world during this period jon met all the greats of the shooting and hunting world
and this book gives us an unvarnished look at some of the characters of that
regrettably gone era jon is still active today after having undertaken over a hundred
hunting trips on five continents not counting those in the states this book is
primarily not a description of those hunts but rather a funny very descriptive
picture of an era in which gunwriters were kings of their domain and had egos to
match jon cavorted with elmer keith jack o connor warren page slim pickens charlie
askins bill jordan skeeter skelton bob milek john wootters george nonte jack lewis
and others and he has amusing stories to tell of these giants of the gunwriting world
today he still writes as field editor for safari magazine and is a regular
contributor to rifle shooter gun digest and ballistic magazines if anyone has ever
had a colorful life surely it s jon sundra

Hell, I'm Still Here!

2018-10-02
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sixteen year old malencia cia vale rebels against her government s grueling and
deadly testing process a fight that puts her and her loved ones in danger

Never Play Their Game Hardcover

2014-10-21

the organizational history of field artillery 1775 2003 traces the evolution of one
of the u s army s premier combat arms field artillery the king of battle janice e
mckenney s study is a systematic account of the organization of artillery units both
field and coast until their separation in the early twentieth century and then field
artillery alone until 2003 tracing the development of one of the army s most complex
arms the author highlights the rationale behind each major change in the branch s
organization weapons and associated equipment and lays out for all field artillery
soldiers the rich heritage and history of their chosen branch the work also
complements the forthcoming revised edition of the lineage volume field artillery

The Testing Trilogy

2022-02-26

historian simmons compiles his prior writings on billy the kid into one volume each
section opening a small window on an aspect of his tumultuous life or casting light
upon others whose fortunes intersected with his

The Island of Dr. Morose Ultimate Hardcover

2007

book expert brooklyn wainwright discovers that murder is always a bestseller in the
first novel in the new york times bestselling bibliophile mystery series brooklyn
wainwright is a skilled surgeon sure her patients might smell like mold and have
spines made of leather but no ailing book is going to die on her watch the same can t
be said of abraham karastovsky brooklyn s friend and former employer on the eve of a
celebration for his latest book restoration brooklyn finds her mentor lying in a pool
of his own blood with his final breath abraham leaves brooklyn with a cryptic message
remember the devil and gives her a priceless and supposedly cursed copy of goethe s
faust for safe keeping brooklyn suddenly finds herself accused of murder and theft
thanks to derek stone the humorless and annoyingly attractive british security
officer who found her kneeling over the body now she has to read the clues left
behind by her mentor if she is going to restore justice

Johnny Got His Gun - Numbered Edition

2006-12

it is the spring of 2011 and a nuclear armed iran has just taken another frightening
step forward on the global stage an undercover cia agent discovers the iranians have
been secretly shipping spent nuclear fuel rods away to a secret reprocessing plant un
inspectors are immediately expelled from the country as the iranians prepare for war
the embattled american president is severely tested in the explosive situation while
the cia struggles to defuse the situation but its effectiveness is quickly tempered
following the revelation of a mole this mole in the highest levels of the company is
leaking information to america s enemies events spiral out of control when the
iranians acquire advanced f 18e fighters which will soon be transporting
thermonuclear bombs targets are randomly attacked as they flex their newfound muscle
overwhelmed black ops and an embattled cia are the only hope as the world plunges
forward towards nuclear war in the desert of deceit

The organizational history of field artillery 1775-2003
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(Hardcover)

2009-02-03

the bachelor farmers is a story about two norwegian brothers who learn the meaning of
love from a most unlikely source hans and jon the youngest of four immigrant brothers
have just inherited land from their recently deceased father they set out to develop
the land thus perpetuating the family dream of success in america when jon learns
that the husband of mahal a beautiful half breed ojibwa woman has been injured on
their property and cannot work jon hires her and brings her home under the eye of his
disapproving brother jon finds himself falling in love but when a terrible blizzard
blows into town without warning the three of them must deal with the consequences and
mahal is forced to make a decision that reshapes their lives in profound and
unimaginable ways the bachelor farmers takes us into a world where true meaning and
healing are found in the complexity of human relationships and dreams of a better
life fuel a family s drive for success

Stalking Billy the Kid (Hardcover)

2008-06-25

historians have long admired ralph emerson twitchell s the leading facts of new
mexican history considered the first major history of the state put succinctly by
former state historian robert j tórrez twitchell s work of which this is one of the
first two volumes sunstone press is reprinting in its southwest heritage series has
become the standard by which all subsequent books on new mexico history are measured
as twitchell wrote in the preface of his first volume his goal in writing the leading
facts was to respond to the pressing need for a history of new mexico with a
commitment to accuracy of statement simplicity of style and impartiality of treatment
ralph emerson twitchell was born in ann arbor michigan on november 29 1859 arriving
in new mexico when he was twenty three he immediately became involved in political
and civic activities in 1885 he helped organize a new territorial militia in santa fe
and saw active duty in western new mexico later appointed judge advocate of the
territorial militia he attained the rank of colonel a title he was proud to use for
the rest of his life by 1893 he was elected the mayor of santa fe and thereafter
district attorney of santa fe county twitchell probably promoted new mexico as much
as any single new mexican of his generation an avid supporter of new mexico statehood
he argued the territory s case for elevated political status celebrated its final
victory in 1912 and even designed new mexico s first state flag in 1915 just as
twitchell s first edition in 1912 helped celebrate new mexico s entry into statehood
in 1912 the newest edition of the text and illustrations serves as a tribute to the
state s centennial celebration of 2012 in the apt words of an editorial in the santa
fe new mexican at the time of twitchell s death in 1925 as press agent for the best
things of new mexico her traditions history beauty glamour scenery archaeology and
material resources he was indefatigable and efficient

Homicide in Hardcover

2012-04-01

a dog that lives in a box no bigger than a walnut shell a troll wearing spanish boots
in bed and a dead granny who still manages to eat a cow the most revolting cure for a
royal belly ache and princesses pretty and not so pretty giants dragons wicked
stepmothers and vengeful imps they re all here and much more beside tales taken from
the collections of e tang kristensen now available for the first time in english
translation

Partisan Hardcover

2007

haunted by the events of horror occurring in his life john must choose between
revenge and protecting those that he loves
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Desert of Deceit - Hardcover Edition

2015-01-14

twenty eight folk and wonder tales taken from the collection of evald tang kristensen
and translated into english for the first time a wife who thinks she s a chicken a
ventriloquist cow magic purses cloaks of invisibility a knife that kills to order and
imps by the sack full three hairs plucked from the devil s backside and a girl that
comes out of her coffin every night steak to order just ask a troll to gouge it out
of his forehead and slap it on the pan children to order just eat a witch s cheese
and then there was the woman who answered the call of nature and wished she hadn t
the soldier and mr scratch is a companion volume to tales from denmark

Africa Burning - Hardcover Edition

2009-08-01

how might we react if the spirit of a coal miner killed in a tragic labor incident in
1922 were to confront us in fact joe bailey is confronted by such a spirit and what
if you or i were that miner unable to find peace after all this time then both cosmic
and human forces in fine alignment with joe as their trip wire could be our only hope
for closure and for peace nick shebellko was cut down in the prime of his life during
the vividly described battle at the cliftonville mine but eight decades later joe an
outdoorsman and real estate agent meets and befriends nick s spirit he and teacher
friend jessie randall fight to bring peace to nick s spirit and to eight other
deceased miners while restoring their own tattered reputations in the process they
not only learn about but experience 1920 s coal mining camp life its heartaches and
its customs set in the locale of the world famous meadowcroft archaeological dig this
story is both timely and timeless hardcover edition

Semper Fi - Hardcover Edition

2021-12-22

many conditions cultures and events have played a part in the history of new mexico
the author a recognized authority guides the reader from the earliest land formations
into the present time and has illustrated the narrative with photographs maps and
artwork depicting various changes that took place during the many stages of new
mexico s development donald r lavash taught new mexico junior and senior high school
history for 13 years and at the college level for two years this book is the
outgrowth of his teaching experiences and his feeling of a strong need for a new
mexico history text dr lavash was also the southwest historian for the new mexico
state records center and archives for five years he is the author of numerous
articles and books on history and archeology

The Bachelor Farmers (Hardcover)

2012-10-24

trumbo sets this story down almost without pause or punctuation and with a fury
accounting to eloquence the new york times this was no ordinary war this was a war to
make the world safe for democracy and if democracy was made safe then nothing else
mattered not the millions of dead bodies nor the thousands of ruined lives this is no
ordinary novel this is a novel that never takes the easy way out it is shocking
violent terrifying horrible uncompromising brutal remorseless and gruesome but so is
war

The Leading Facts of New Mexican History, Vol. II
(Hardcover)

2008-06-18

dominic lagan finally solves the two hundred year old mystery of whether marie
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antoinette s son louis xvii the boy king of france really escaped from the forbidding
temple prison and his revolutionary jailers or died in misery as robespierre had
planned and if he did escape what exactly was the role of the marquis de born the
aristocratic secret agent sent by the british admiralty to rescue him

The Cat's Castle - hardcover

2006-07

recently dumped and searching for distraction lain comes across an ad seeking an
investigative partner objective to be made clear upon acceptance she can t resist
responding later as the shadows gather around her ashes in her hands lain wonders how
far into the darkness she is willing to go

Finished Cries - Hardcover

1970

even though king mabry is neither proud nor ashamed of his skill as a gunfighter he
knows when he tracks a killer into the wilderness that his guns are his only ally

Johnny Got His Gun - Lettered Edition

2009-03-06

how do you handle a man sized mess brothers joe and eddie jones s fragile world is
built around sparkle cleaners their seattle crime scene cleanup business not even
overprotective joe knows that autistic eddie s a savant at more than cleaning he s
also got an incredible gift for sensing what s left behind in the wake of murder when
a killer strikes much too close to home a dark secret pulls the brothers back to
their deepest past and pushes them forward into unknown territory where failure
threatens death and success promises a better life than either dared imagine

The Soldier and Mr Scratch - hardcover

2015-01-28

when a girl named sarah is a naïve college student who is unaware of her surroundings
and too trusting of people a guy named harold that lives near her has been watching
her for weeks he is waiting for the right opportunity to kidnap her he is infatuated
with her and obsessed with her he will do anything he can to for her affection why
her well there s no real reason why he also wants to make sure she s not another one
that gets away like a few that have before will she escape or will she be killed by
him will he kidnap anyone else during his stalking rendezvous you will have to read
trapped to find out what happens the cast of interesting characters and plot will
keep you hooked until the end read this 3 part book now from start to finish and see
what happens to the colorful cast of characters

Holes in the Hills (Hardcover)

1955

i understand this is all new to an inexperienced youth like yourself i was half
expecting your denial but i m willing to wait within a reasonable time frame that you
become my lover i will provide take care and see that no harm falls upon you as long
as you respect me and behave according to your status as i said you are the most
adorable thing that has caught my attention in years you have to be mine and i have
every intention to win you over with these words konrad von lintorff a swiss german
banker declared his intentions to a 19 years old penniless student guntram was young
kind hearted and exactly looking as konrad s former lover can a young sweet boy
survive the high finance world and the love of a possessive and violent man follow
guntram s diary through a story of intrigue love sex betrayal secret societies
deceptions and murder
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Tanis Citadel (Fall and Rise) Hardcover Edition

2015-06-24

nail guns have always terrified harvey beckett and now she knows why harvey loves
sharing the parking lot of her bookstore with the hardware store across the way but
when an unruly customer is killed in the lot one night she begins to wonder if the
men who own the store are responsible a few inquiries and a bit of spying later and
harvey and her best friend find themselves with nowhere to run will the killer be
caught before the two women are silenced forever

Hobnobbin' [Hardcover] 4.27.16

1965

covering genres from adventure and fantasy to horror science fiction and superheroes
this guide maps the vast terrain of graphic novels describing and organizing titles
to help librarians balance their graphic novel collections and direct patrons to read
alikes new subgenres new authors new artists and new titles appear daily in the comic
book and manga world joining thousands of existing titles some of which are very
popular and well known to the enthusiastic readers of books in this genre how do you
determine which graphic novels to purchase and which to recommend to teen and adult
readers this updated guide is intended to help you start update or maintain a graphic
novel collection and advise readers about the genre containing mostly new information
as compared to the previous edition the book covers iconic super hero comics and
other classic and contemporary crime fighter based comics action and adventure comics
including prehistoric heroic explorer and far east adventure as well as western
adventure science fiction titles that encompass space opera fantasy aliens post
apocalyptic themes and comics with storylines revolving around computers robots and
artificial intelligence there are also chapters dedicated to fantasy titles horror
titles such as comics about vampires werewolves monsters ghosts and the occult crime
and mystery titles regarding detectives police officers junior sleuths and true crime
comics on contemporary life covering romance coming of age stories sports and social
and political issues humorous titles and various nonfiction graphic novels

A Journey Through New Mexico History (Hardcover)

2016-05-15

a mix of bawdy bloody and unusual tales taken from the collections of evald tang
kristensen now available for the first time in english translation

Johnny Got His Gun

2012-04-02

dahli sandiniti is luckier than most teen girls on her home world of sferkkaa and she
knows it she has a roof over her head her best friend diza her older sister teirra a
room of her own with some posters on the wall and usually food enough to eat what
dahli loves most of all is music especially sferkkaa s most famous band the mortified
gryphons she d love to meet the drummer but that will never happen certainly not by
accidentally walking into a bathroom and clobbering him with a door please note this
is the full gryphons story and is comprised of the three shorter novels the kids are
alright take the long way home and celebration day

Live Free Or Die (hardcover)

2021-12-21
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Moonlines (hardcover)

2017-05-30

Heller with a Gun

2013-08-02

Sparkle Hardcover

2016-02-10
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